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Abstract. Portraying traditional cinematic narratives in virtual reality
(VR) is an emerging practice where often the methods normally associated with cinematic storytelling need to be adapted to the 360 format.
In this paper we investigates some proposed cinematic practices for narrative storytelling in a cinematic VR film set in late 9th century Ireland
that follows the perilous journey young Celt as he evades being captured
by Viking raiders. From this we will analyze the fidelity of those practices
with results collected from YouTube Analytics.
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Introduction

In contrast to traditional cinema, where the viewer perceives the world through
a window i.e. the cinema screen, cinematic VR allows a person to be present
within the world by wearing a head-mounted display (HMD) [2]. This poses
a new challenge for filmmakers as it necessitates the expansion of cinematic
language to an immersive, border-less format. In this paper, we introduce a case
study in cinematic VR storytelling and production for the VR film Faoladh [1].
We investigate some proposed cinematic practices for narrative storytelling in
a cinematic VR film set in late 9th century Ireland that follows the perilous
journey young Celt as he evades being captured by Viking raiders.
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Adapting Cinematic Storytelling to VR

Four techniques that have traditionally formed the ‘tools’ that filmmakers rely
on to tell their stories are: cinematography, sound, editing and mise-en-scene [3].
The expansion of these tools into VR, however, requires each to be re-evaluated.
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Modern cinematography often uses as combination of light, movement, angles and focus to tell a story. With VR the viewer takes control of the camera
and can look in any direction so angles become less e↵ective narrative devices
while camera position and movement become more critical to the viewers perception and level of comfort. A popular method for focusing viewer attention in
traditional cinema is depth of field (DOF) which can draw attention to aspects
of the scene in relation to its distance from the camera. VR cameras like the
Google Odyssey used in this production, often rely on small sensor arrays with
little to no DOF. Although it is possible to simulate DOF in post production
via stereoscopic disparity, without the frame of the cinema screen it is a much
less e↵ective tool for focusing viewer attention in VR.
Spatial audio can be an e↵ective tool to guide the viewer to another area of
the scene as are directional cues by the actors present within, but VR also poses
technical challenges in terms of staging and performance due to restrictions in
editing. Quick cuts can disorient the viewer necessitating longer takes which
results in staging and performances more closely aligned to traditional theater
and deep focus cinematography which became quite popular in the 1940s with
films such as Orson Welles Citizen Kane.
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Deep focus staging

In Figures 1 and 2 we see a staging plan and the resulting shot from a pivotal
scene where the hero stares directly towards the dramatic death of the monk
stage right, while a line is drawn from the villains arrow towards the hero leaving
only a single prop the user can interact with to block its path. The objective is
to draw the viewers attention from the hero > drama > threat > resolution.

Fig. 1. Staging plan

In Figure 2 a heatmap collected from over 200 viewers is additionally overlaid
to the shot, which shows a focus on the threat and solution with little attention
is given to the hero or drama. From this we can conclude that the position of
the camera, its proximity to the hero and the fact we can’t see his face creates
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Fig. 2. A YouTube Analytics heatmap collected from over 200 viewers

a narrative cue similar to a traditional over shoulder or 3rd person perspective
where the viewer will look in the direction the hero is facing as opposed to at
the hero.
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Narrative Pacing

Filmed at the Irish National Heritage Park, a three-act story was built around
each of the parks main locations. To reduce cuts and mitigate audience fatigue, a
continuous path was plotted with intermediate rest stops throughout (see shoot
plan in Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Shoot plan at the Irish National Heritage Park
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A YouTube Analytics chart of relative audience retention (see Figure 4) shows
audience interest peaks at 3:27 which corresponds with the scene from section
3 but is shortly followed by a dip in retention which coincides with a lull in the
rising action portion of the film at 3:55 (see Stop 5 in Figure 3).

Fig. 4. YouTube Analytics chart of relative audience retention

Relative audience retention shows a YouTube video’s ability to retain viewers
during playback by comparing it to all YouTube videos of similar length. When
the graph is higher, it indicates how many more viewers kept watching the video
for that timeframe compared to the same timeframe in other YouTube videos4 .
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Conclusion

Giving the audience the ability to look in any direction and accompanying this
with a perceived sense of presence can cause underlying narrative cues such as
the 3rd person e↵ect or a lull in pacing to disrupt narrative flow and interrupt
storytelling in cinematic VR. Further investigation is required to list all possible
adaptations of cinematic practices and the underlying narrative devices virtual
reality can reveal.
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